
C O M P R E S S I O N G U A R D  prevents expanding concrete  

streets from pushing on and cracking concrete driveways, 

garage slabs and foundation walls. 

“Street creep” damage occurs when existing expansion  

joints between the street, driveway and garage slab are  

fully compressed, causing the concrete to push against  

the foundation walls. (Note: What may appear to be a perfect 

expansion joint is worthless if the two slabs are touching  

below the surface.) 

To protect against long-term damage, CompressionGuard 

replaces the contractor-grade fiber-board expansion joints  

used in most residential driveways with an engineered 

expansion joint that can flex with concrete movement during 

seasonal changes.

CompressionGuard can be installed in a few hours—

protecting property value, enhancing quality of life and 

restoring peace of mind for the lifespan of the driveway.

COMPRESSIONGUARD ADVANTAGES

Stop Damage  
from Street Creep

COMPRESSIONGUARD® EXPANSION JOINT

  Low-cost solution to ease  

pressure on garage slab and 

foundation walls

  Environmentally friendly solution

  Can be installed year-round,  

even in extreme temperatures

  Quick installation with  

minimal disruption

 

  Flush design and precise 

installation adds curb appeal

  Driveway can be used right away  

after installation



Learn more about this product and find your 
local dealer at supportworks.com
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WHY ARE YOUR GARAGE  

SLAB AND FOUNDATION CRACKING?

Concrete contracts as it cools and expands when it heats up. 

During cold winter months, cracks and joints in concrete slabs 

widen and fill with debris. When temperatures rise again, with 

those control joints now full of sand, pebbles and dirt, the 

concrete pavement actually “grows” a fraction of an inch each 

year. This results in elongation of the street, pushing against the 

driveway, garage slab and foundation walls of a home. This is 

commonly referred to as “street creep.”
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THE PROVEN SOLUTION

Cut and remove a 3.5”-wide section of the driveway at  
optimal distance from the street.

Protect driveway, garage floors and foundation walls  
from ongoing street expansion.

Insert CompressionGuard for a flexible seal.

 FIX & PROTECT    Save your concrete! Add the total Concrete Protection System, including PolyLevel® to lift and 

level slabs, NexusPro® to seal joints and cracks and SealantPro® to permanently seal surfaces.
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